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W hile the democratization of the Internet was ini-
tially accompanied by an emancipatory vision, 

there are now numerous concerns regarding the 
increasing incursion of AI into our societies. It is evi-
dent that this technology is becoming a permanent 
fixture in our daily lives, as indicated by the availabil-
ity of freely accessible tools such as image generators 
and conversational agents. The most notorious pro-
totypes in this class of tools are the latest versions 
of pre-trained generative transformers housed in the 
conversational agent developed by the American com-
pany OpenAI, ChatGPT. Employing a complex archi-
tecture known as a “neural network,” this technology 
uses a model dedicated to processing word sequences 
in order to predict the best possible response based 
on available data. Image generation tools, such as 
Midjourney’s, utilize a diffusion model where random 
noise is gradually inverted to generate high-quality 
images based on user instructions. In doing so, these 
tools are strictly shaped by human input, tempering 
the apocalyptic scenarios associated with full automa-
tion of AI. However, they still represent a factor that 
intensifies the ambitions pursued by the actors who 
employ them, including various malicious uses already 
observed in the digital realm. 

This realization is increasingly prompting international 
institutions and their member states to question the 
harmful effects of AI, particularly in a geopolitical con-
text marked by a resurgence of information warfare. 
One of the most recent examples is the annual confer-
ence of the NATO Strategic Communications Centre 
of Excellence, held in June 2023 in Riga. Drawing on 

exchanges between researchers and high-ranking mili-
tary personnel, this strategic brief aims to present two 
lessons regarding the informational threats posed by 
this technology.

AI firstly represents an advantage for the offensive capa-
bilities of states and malicious private actors engaged 
in information warfare. This is due to the increasing 
mobilization of tools derived from the technology to 
mass-produce false information based on formulated 
requests and contribute to the intensification of infor-
mation fog. As demonstrated in a recent investigation 
by NewsGuard, the responses generated by ChatGPT 
models frequently serve as conduits for Chinese and 
Russian government propaganda. Once utilized by 
authoritarian state actors, the provided responses are 
used to support propaganda narratives and disinforma-
tion operations. While safeguards exist to prevent these 
tools from accessing requests that are considered to be 
malicious, there are certain loopholes in their modera-
tion: it is possible to “jailbreak” ChatGPT, meaning to 
bypass the limitations imposed by OpenAI, by preced-
ing a query with a hypothetical scenario or introducing 
it in the form of a role-playing game (prompt hack-
ing). Consequently, some experts warn about the cost 
reduction associated with the use of AI in information 
manipulation. Indeed, these tools are capable of offe-
ring narratives tailored to specific cultural and linguis-
tic contexts, targeting diverse sociological groups to 
ensure better reception. It thus becomes possible to 
produce high-quality propaganda narratives at a rela-
tively low cost, with AI replacing the need to hire indi-
viduals who are aware of national issues. Moreover, the 
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ability of ChatGPT to code in different programming lan-
guages also facilitates the creation of online sites and 
networks of automated accounts (botnets) intended to 
artificially amplify the formulated narratives, a practice 
known as astroturfing. 

Beyond state actors, this trend is likely to increase 
malicious activities from private actors in two differ-
ent ways. Firstly, there may be a significant increase in 
the creation of botnets available on the dark web and 
active on social networks, precisely when platforms 
such as Twitter are experiencing massive lay-offs in 
their moderation capacities; secondly, there is a proli-
feration of cybercriminal operations, such as phishing, 
where ChatGPT enables the rapid formulation of fraudu-
lent emails with a convincing level of realism capable of 
bypassing anti-spam filters.

From this first point ensue systemic limitations inhe-
rent to the defensive posture of democracies, primar-
ily rooted in technical and economic reasons. Tools 
derived from AI are not capable of combating informa-
tion manipulation, since they are unable to detect it. To 
date, only certain recurring errors allow for the identi-
fication of artificial production, such as distorted hands 
or blurry backgrounds in the case of image generators. 
In the case of conversational agents, this phenomenon 
manifests through redundant phrases, the presence of 
improbable statistics within the body of texts, and error 
messages published by automated accounts (bots) on 
digital platforms. In terms of defense, the utility of AI 
ultimately lies in optimizing the working time available 
to specialists in information manipulation. They can fully 
dedicate themselves to identifying these manipulations 
and automate their categorization. 

While AI models are accessible to everyone through 
open access, their development and training require 
hundreds of millions of euros of investment, for the 
preparation of exploitable databases and the use of 
powerful computer servers. This limitation reveals a 
second economic challenge: similar to digital platforms, 
the data exchanged between users and AI tools remain 
the exclusive domain of an oligopoly of companies that 
cannot be requisitioned as they would in authoritarian 
regimes. Due to lack of transparency and resources 
these technical and financial shortcomings prevent 
policymakers and the scientific community from better 
understanding the threats posed by AI. Additionally, 
there could be geopolitical implications for efforts to 
regulate this technology. While calls for the creation of 
international centers to monitor developments related 
to AI may seem commendable, this process remains 
arduous and compromised by the realpolitik of states.

The informational dangers that this technology poses 
to the resilience of Western societies are tangible, but 
several responses can mitigate their effects. One of 
these involves a substantial increase in investment 
dedicated to academic research. More research would 
improve the recognition of messages generated by AI 
tools, particularly through a model based on a combina-
tion of stylometry (the recognition of redundant linguis-
tic patterns) and machine learning. Another response 
involves making the data collected by private compa-
nies available, which would amplify efforts towards 
the defensive use of their tools. A recent study high-
lights the beneficial potential of such efforts, including 
by ChatGPT, in enhancing the efficiency and speed of 
fact-checking processes. 

As AI threatens the cohesion of our democracies as 
a whole, these responses require rethinking legal 
frameworks. Clear rules are necessary to hold compa-
nies accountable when their tools are used in disinfor-
mation operations. The academic consensus seems to 
advocate for a rapid adaptation of national and even 
European legal frameworks to address AI-related pro-
visions such as copyright and user data protection. In 
parallel, preventive measures can be taken to respond 
to the threats posed by the authoritarian use of artificial 
intelligence, similar to the decision by the United States 
to control the export of processors to China. Added 
to which is a need to broaden the methods used by 
government actors in their strategic communication, 
supported by the positive effects of preventive expo-
sure to misinformation (pre-bunking). ■
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